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NDREW J. Johnson started with Bausch & Lomb in
t he old Shipping Department in November, 1898.
A
Within six months he was transferred to the Order Department, and shortly after was put in charge of it. From this
latter Department he went into the Sales Department,
working in t he Photo Sales before the war, and in the Balo
Sales when the war was over. During the war he was in the
factory on the production of photographic lenses. The
whole plant at that time was working for the government,
and it was Mr. Johnson's job to follow through all photo
lens orders; to see that there were no delays on any part of
the work, and that all orders were shipped on time. Experience with the various departments mentioned above gave
Mr. Johnson a knowledge of our instruments, and when the
company decided to solve the problem of repairing instruments returned to t he factory by instituting a separate
department for that pUJrpose, he was given charge of that
department in January, 1922. Mr. Johnson now directs all
the repair work that comes into the plant.
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The Diamond Lens
Written at a time when Microscopy was still in its infancy in this country, this story, so we are told by the
Editor of The Atlantic Monthly "is a famous story, and, in its day, it made something not fdr short of a
sensation." Through the courtesy of The Atlantic Monthly, in whose pages the story first appeared in January.
1.858, we are reprinting it for our employees. We shall run it as a serial, the first installment of which appears
below. Be sure to follow it each month; and please tell us whether or not you are enjoying it as you read along.

I

At last the promised instrument came.
Accompanying it was a small treatise on the
THE BENDING OF THE TWIG
microscope-its history, uses, and discoveries.
ROM a very early period of my life the I comprehended then for the first time the
entire bent of my inclinations had been to- "Arabian Nights' Entertainment". . . In
ward microscopic investigations. When I was the common spots of mould which my mother
not more than ten years old, a distant relative fiercely scooped away from her jam pots,
of our family, hoping to astonish my inexperi- there abode for me, under the name of mildew,
ence, constructed a simple
enchanted gardens, filled with
microscope for me, by drilling
dells and avenues of densest
in a disk of copper a small
foliage, while from tlie fantashole in which a drop of water
tic boughs of these ·microscopic
was sustained by capillary
forests hung strange fruits
attraction. This very primiglittering with greenandsilver
tive apparatus presented, it
and gold.
is true, only indistinct and
Alone with my microscope,
imperfect forms, but still
I dimmed my sight, day after
sufficiently wonderful to work
day and night after night
up my imagination to a pre- ,
poring over the marvels which
ternatural state of excitement.
it unfolded to me. I was li~e
My cousin explained to me
one who, having discovered
all that he knew about the
the ancient Eden still existing
principles of the microscope,
in all its primitive glory,
Microscope, I dimmed
and ended by promising to "Alone with my
my sisht".
should resolve to enjoy it in
send me one regularly consolitude, and never betray
structed, immediately on his return to the to mortal the secret of its locality. The
city. I counted the hours between the pro- rod of my life was bent at this moment. I
mise and his departure.
destined myself to become a microscopist.
Meantime I was not idle. Every transAs I grew up, my parents.
were
parent substance that bore the remotest anxious that I should choose a profession.
resemblance to a lens I eagerly seized upon It was their desire that I should enter the
and employed in vain attempts to realize that counting-house of my uncle, Ethan Blake, a
instrument. I plead guilty to having stolen prosperous merchant, who carried on business
the glasses from my Aunt Agatha's spectacles in New York. This decision I decisively comwith a dim idea of grinding them into lenses of batted. I had no taste for trade; in short, I
wondrous magnifying properties-in which refused to become a merchant.
attempt it is scarcely necessary to say that I
But it was necessary for me to select some
totally failed.
pursuit. My parents were staid New England
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people who insisted on the necessity of labor;
and therefore, although, thanks to the bequest
of my poor Aunt Agatha, I should , on coming
of age, inherit a small fortune sufficient to
place me above want, it was decided that,
instead of waiting for this, I should act the
nobler part and employ the intervening years
in rendering myself independent.
I determined to study medicine at the New
York Academy. A removal from my relatives
would enable me to dispose of my time as I
pleased without fear of detection. As long as
I paid my Academy fees, I might shirk attending the lectures, if I chose.
Besides, a metropolis was the place for me.
There I could obtain excellent instruments,
the newest publications- in short, all the
things necessary to insure a profitable devotion of my life to my beloved science . I had
an abundance of money, few desires that were
not bounded by my illuminating mirror on one
side and my object glass on t he other; what,
t herefore, was to prevent my becoming an
illustrious investigator of the veiled worlds?
It was with the most buoyant hopes that I left
my New England home and established myself in New York.
II·
THE LONGING OF A MAN OF SCIENCE
My first step, of coti•rse, was to find suitable
apartments. These I obtained after a couple
days of search, in Fourth Avenue; a very
pretty second-floor unfurnished, containing
sitting-room, bedroom, and a smaller apartment which I intended to fit up as a laboratory. I furnished my lodgings simply, but
rather elegantly, a nd then devoted all my
energies to the adornment of the temple of my
·
worship.
I visited Pike, the celebrated optician, and
passed in review his splendid collection of
microscopes,- and at length fixed upon that
.form known as Spencer's Trunnion Microscope, as combining the greatest number of
improvements with an almost perfect freedom from tremor. Along with this I purchased every possible accessory- draw tubes,
micrometers, a camera-lucida, lever-stage,
achromatic condensers, white cloud illuminators, prisms, forceps, with a host of other
articles, all of which would have been useful in
the hands of an experienced microscopist, but,
as I afterwards discovered, were not of the
slightest present value to me. It takes years
of practice to know how to use a complicated
4e

microscope. The optician looked suspiciously
at me as I made these wholesale purchases.
He evidently was uncertain whether to set me
down as so me scientific celebrity or a madman.
I think he inclined to the latter belief. I suppose I was mad. Every great genius is mad
upon the subject in which he is gr,e atest.
The unsuccessful madman is disgraced and
called a lunatic.
Mad or not, I set myself to work with a zeal
which few scientific students have ever equalled. I had everything to learn relative to the
delicate study upon which I had embarked.
For a long time half my apparatus lay
inactively on the shelves of my laboratory,
whi ch was now most amply furnished with
every pcsEible contrivance for facilitating my
investigat ions. The fact was that I did not
know how to use some of my scientific accessories. Still, such was the fury of my ambition , that , difficult of credit as it may be, in
the course of one year I became theoretically
and pract ically an accomplished microscopist.
But notwithstanding these discoveries, laboriously and painfully made as they wer1e, I
felt horribly dissatisfied. At every step I
found myself stopped by the imperfection s of
my instruments. Like all active microscopists,
I gave my imagination full play. Indeed,
it is a common complaint against many such,
that they supply the defects of their instruments wit h the creations of their brains. I
imagined depths beyond depths in Nature
which the limited power of my lenses prohibited me from exploring.
I lay awake at
night constructing imaginary microscopes of
immeasurable power, with which I seemed to
pierce through all the envelopes of matter
down to the original atom. How I cursed
t hose imperfect mediums which necessity
throu gh ignorance compelled me to use!
It was in this mood of mind that I became a
construct ive microscopist.
After another
year passed in this new pursuit, experimenting
on every imaginable substance,-glass, gems,
flints, .crystals,-! found myself precisely
where I had started, with nothing gained save
an extensive knowledge of glass-making. I
was almost dead with despair. My parents
were surprised at my apparent want of progress in my medical studies, (I had not
attended one lecture since my arrival in the
city) and the expenses of my mad pursuit
had begun to embarrass me very seriously.
(Continued in Next R.eflectoP)
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W. Francis Burton

Balco Night Furnishes
Unusual Entertainment

EWS of the death
N
of W. Francis "JFyo' am gonna be an engineer, Spec, take
mah adwice and stay single."
Burton, of our New

This sage bit of advice closed one of the
funniest "kid" comedies of the day, and it was
only a part of the fun and good time which
~verybody had on Friday, Noveml::er 13, up
m the B & L Assembly Hall.
One of the largest crowds, about 2000 folks
all together, met up in the Assembly Hall on
that night for the Eleventh Annual Balco
Night; and one of the best entertainments
eve~ put o~ here at the plant was given them.
First thmg on the program was t he "kid"
comedy which we ment ioned. This concerned the love affair of Spec, the engineer of a
train. Following this came several selections
by the Orpheus Male Quartet, composed of
Clarence Westfall, first t enor , Ernest Regal,
second t enor, Seymour Allen, baritone, and
George Buff, bass. The musicians were
accompanied by Miss Audrey Bastian.
Everyone enjoyed these numbers and
applauded t hem roundly. A Pathe News reel
was next shown, and following this came a
safety film which taught very well the lesson
of safety. It told the story of a man who
refused to use a safety device on his machine
and showed the consequences of disobeying
the rules of safety.
Just befor e the safety film was shown Fire
Chief Roth spoke on the problems which the
a~tomobile ptesents today. He spoke espf cially of the dangers to children who play in
the streets, or have occasion to be on the streets .
He al~o warned older people that it's always a
good Idea to look both ways before crossing a
thoroughf:;tre, es peci~lly when it is apt to be
wet and slippery durmg these rainy months.
A tenor solo by Clarence Westfall was next
on ~he program, and t his was followed by the
mam feature ?f the evening, a seven reel
comedy, featurmg Reginald Denny in "Sporting Youth ." lt was a story of a chauffeur
who found himself in a strange situation that
required an automobile race to free him and
Please Note
win him the girl. The audience made it
ev ident, by audible cheers and gasps, t hat it
,
LEASE note in yourr plant telephone was "all for" the hero .
The Elevent h Annual Balco Night will go
directories that Frank Bauer, MK Department, is listed under the wron{! number, 270. down in the annals of B & L as one of the
most successfu l ever held.
The correct number should be 2 _2.

York Office, was recently received, and
comes as a shock to
his friend s here in the
plant. Mr. Burton
was on his regular
trip in t he South,
and, although he had
been in poor health
for a tim e, and was
under medical care,
he did not feel that he
was in danger.
While in Binningham, Alabl'l.ma, he
W . Francis Burton
was confined to his
bed in the Hotel Tutweiler. A special nurse
was in attendance, and physicians who made
a careful examination felt that a few days
of rest would put him back on hi > feet . Deat h
was quite sudden and unexpected, being
caused by myocarditis.
Mr. Burton had the faculty to an unusual
degree of making friends among his business
acquaintances and associates, and his loss will
be deeply felt. H e started with B & L on
March 13, 1922, working out of the Chicago
Office. H e was later transferred to the New
York Office and has been there during the
past few years.
The funeral was held from his home in
Jersey City on Wednesday, No,ember 4, and
was attended by- members of t he New York
Office.
It is with deepest regret that we thus announce the passing of a conscientious and
energetic worker, but we shall ho~d in highest
regard the memory of a man who accomplished much during his short stay with us.

P

-.e Today's job is only harder if put off till tomorrow .
Paqe Fi1 e
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A Visit With B & L Frame Makers

A view of the many machines and
operations in one section of the
Nuway Temple Department.

These men are makinS the Nuway

FittinA Set.

E

Stage after·stage, everYEGLA'SRES of
changing in appearance
every form and desand form, the zylonite
cription are being worn
passes through the hands
today by the public as a
of many skilled craftspart of its every day
men. Entering in the
attire. When clothes are
form of a rough appeardonned in the morning,
glasses go on also , to
ing flat sheet, the zylonite
Rows of busy machines give to Nuway fronts and temples
their final finish.
emerges as gr e atly
remain a part of the
changed in appearance
dress until retiring time
arrives. 1Just as people are fastidious about as the worm is changed from the cocoon stage
their dress, so should wearers be discriminating to a beautiful butterfly. The frame front will
in the selection of their eye-glass frames.
occupy us first.
In selecting your frames you do not stop to
From the start, size and style are most
think probably of the many processes through important factors in cutting out the front .
which a pair of zylonite eyeglass frames must Drilling of holes according to interpupillary
pass, and the skilled workmanship involved at distance, or, the distance between the two
every stage. Just as experienced designers eyes, is an extremely important operation.
and tailors made your suit or dress to fit and Since different individuals have different
become you, so are trained men and women interpupillary distances, there must be sizes
necessary to quality frame production, that for each, the accuracy of which is closely
the completed article may be a distinctive and watched.
As the front emerges from the profiling
attractive part of your appearance.
The manufacture of Nuway zylonite eye- machine, it first begins to take shape. Alglass frames in our XA and XC Departments, though bearing a crude resemblance to the
the former on the fifth floor, and the latter on finished product at this stage, the front is
the first floor of Building 1, is a most interest- nothing but a fl at rough piece of material.
ing procedure.
From now on a card, or order, goes along with
Pure cotton fiber, scientifically treated, each batch of fronts to indicate the size and
thoroughly seasoned and mechanically shaped other necessary details.
is the basic constituent of B & L zylonite eyeA smoothening process follows, and then
glass frames. The zylo comes to us in sheets comes the shaping of the bridge. Here again
after being seasoned for at least six months size is an element that is under consideration .
in drying sheds at the factory where it iE< There are numerous bridge sizes , and a difmade. Here in our plant it receives another ferent form die must be used for each. After
seasoning before being transported to XA subjecting the fronts to a polishing process,
Department where the construction of the hinges are installed, and the whole is inspected.
frame begins.
Another polishing process in XC Department
46'
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follows, and the front comes back to XA to
have eyes cut out, and the grooves for t he
lenses made. Final inspection insures a first
quality front before it is taken to the semifinished stock room.
Temples are made of the same material as
the front. Several different kinds of temples
are made, but we will take one type.
First, the lengths of zylonite are put
through a machine to insure uniform thickness, after which they are cut to the length
desired, depending, of course, upon the styJe.
The rough temples are cut out to approximate shape and the hinge which is soldered to
a wire core is inserted, the wire extending the
entire length of the temple. This is a feature
of strength in B & L temples.
Insertion of the diamond-headed screw,
straightening of the temples and rounding
the ends completes the mechanical work,
after which they are inspected and then
polished. After being shaped to the head,
they are taken to the
semi-finished
stockroom.
The fronts and temples meet in the assembling department where experienced operators

set of operations is necessary.
The temples are made in four lengths. The
total number of possible sales units from the
above stocks is 8,000. Then again, the Prescription Department, which makes glasses
especially for those who do not wear standard
sizes, will specially manufacture any size
bridge, eye, or temple, thereby putting no
limit on the possible number of sales units.
We are reproducing a picture of a pair of
"freak," or special glasses made in this
department for a special customer. The
picture shows the glasses as they appear on
one who ordinarily should wear a standard
size.
The Nuway department is just starting
production on a new Demi-amber Cable
Temple Frame. Some of the problems to be
faced in its manufacture are: one single frame
contains 12 kinds of material, 23 parts, 6
assemblies, and 250 operations. Sounds like a
whole lot of work to be connected with an
article so small, but quality of product makes
this all necessary.
Experienced operators throughout the
Frame divisions, many of whom have worked

Two views of a special Frame made on order by our Prescription Department. Note the size of the
rims, and the location of the bridse in the picture on the left. The risht shows the extreme lensth
of the temples. These frames sive an odd appearance to a normal face.

join them together before a final careful inspection is given them. They then go to the
finished stockroom.
To give you an idea of the great number of
operations necessary to the finished products
of these departments, we need only tell you of
the diversity of styles and numbers of parts
that come from them. There are two styles of
fronts made, one of which is in two colors.
Six styles of temples, two of which are made in
two colors, are also manufactured here. The
different styles of fronts are made in two eye
sizes and one hundred different bridge sizes.
For every different size and style a complete
46'

with zylonite for many years, add · materially
to the quality of finished frames . Whether in
the profiling, or polishing, or any of the other
numerous operations, the utmost care and
attention are exercised so that the finished
products are not only of the highest quality
from the manufacturing standpoint, but also
from the standpoint of accuracy and precision.
A scientifically constructed B & L zylonite
eyeglass frame is a creditable addition to your
attire.
Men are like bicycles in that as soon as they
stop going ahead they falL-Tick Talk.

They that "cross crossings cautiously" usually walk-others are carried.
Page Seven
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B & L Aids in Flashing

Balco Store Prepares for
Christmas Shoppers

Election Returns

B

Bslco Cisar and Candy Stand at North
Entrance to Dinin s Hall

ES, Christmas is coming, and, in order to
Y
serve B & L folks, the Balco Store is laying in a big stock of gift suggestions. As you
all know, the Balco Cigar and Candy Stand,
pictured above, located at the north end of the
Dining Hall, is a part of the Balco Store. It is
placed conveniently near to afford you the
opportunity of purchasing your smokes and
sweets in the Dining Hall. The Cigar Stand
will carry a special line of Christmas gifts
along with the Balco Store.
The policy of the Balco Store has been to
supply the wants of B & L employees with
quality goods at low prices, as well as to make
it unnecessary for them to travel all over their
neighborhoods in search of staple supplies for
the home.
In preparation for Christmas, the management has laid in an attractive stock of goods
which includes that always ideal gift, Ladies'
Full Fashioned Hoisery, in silk, wool, and
silk and wool combinations.
Then there are Ladies' handkerchiefs, always appropriate for holiday giving. For tiny
tots there are little dollies all dressed up in
knitted clothes of many colors. Big sister is
also discovering that these little dolls are cute
additions to the boudoir dressing table.
(Continued on Paile Eleven)
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AUSCH & LOMB again cooperated in
broadcasting the election returns to the
folks of Rochester and vicinity when we
joined with the Democrat and Chronicle in
!ipreading the results by the novel use of the
searchlight atop Building 16.
A special wire was run from the Democrat
& Chronicle office to the top of Building 16,
whereon rests the giant searchlight.
A
reporter from the paper was on hand to help
receive the returns, which were relayed to
George Marriott, our Head Electrician. Working with him were George Ryan and Jacob
Boehley, of the Electrical Dept.
First returns came in about seven o'clock
and were immediately flashed in all direction~
by the crew. Periodically from then until
about ten o'clock the returns were flashed.
At ten o'clock the signal was given that final
returns were to follow , and these were given
at about ten-thirty.
Reports received the following morning
indicated that the system of flashes was
successful, and that the light was visible not
only in all sections of the city, but in some of
the surrounding viJlages and towns. A large
crowd collected in Highland Park, and
experienced no difficulty in making out the
signals.
The huge searchlight used is of the type we
supplied to the United States gonrnment
during the war.
The searchlight has a parabolic mirror (lens),
5 feet in diameter. Compare this with the
size of your automobile headlight reflector. The
light is produced by an arc which flows between two carbons. The largest of these is
about two inches in diameter; the smallest is
about one and one-eighth inches. The light
has an intensity equal to more than 700,000,000 lighted candles concentrated at one point.
Under the best weather conditions it is visible
a distance of 200 miles provided the observer
is directly in the path of the light rays. From
such a distance the light appears as a big star
on the horizon.
It is estimated that the amount of electric
current used just during the few hours the
light was burning on election night would be
sufficient to supply electric lighting to an
ordinary private home for more than three
months.

The Balco Store will solve your holiday gift problems for you.
Page Eight
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LOOKING BACK
lk==================BY================~

Edward Bausch ·

Mr. Edward Bausch i s continuing in this month's issue
his remembrances of some of the circumstances surrounding the beginnings of our plant. His last story, concerning his father's first store in Reynolds Arcade, appeared in
the September issue of The Reflector. This month's installment follows .

" THE principal physicians and some of the
leading citizens", writes Mr. Bausch,
"not only gave their patronage to the aspiring
young optician.s, but helped with recommendations of them to their friends and the
public. They permitted the use of their
names in advertisements and in handbills,
which were used for distribution in surrounding villages.
"In the reproduction below of one of these
will be noticed the name of Dr. Dewey. He
had a·-:son who also practiced, but retired a
number of years ago. He also has been a
steadfast friend an_d it is a joy to meet him, as
I occasionally do, in full vigor, with a deep
interest both in our progress, and in the
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of the early advertisements to which
Mr. Baasch refers.

advancement of the city. He has made it a
practice for many years to congratulate father
on his biiihday.
"I remember Drs. Ely, Dean, Moore, Bly,
and Dr. Walker. The latter was the only
oculist of those times, and he treated me for
46'

sore eyes, with which I suffered for a lonotime. The greatest hardship I then felt was i~
not being able to see all that was going on in a
circus which I attended. I did not then know
that I was nearsighted; - this was not discovered, in fact, until I was 14 years old, and
then merely by chance. What a commentary
on the state of optics in t'hose days when
compared with present day knowledge and
eyesight conservat.i.on efforts!"
Of the prominent citizens of Rochester at
that time, Mr. Bausch recalls this interesting
bit. "Of the citizens, many have passed out
of my mind, but I remember the brothers
Reynolds, one with a short leg, both owners of
the Arcade. I have often heard my father
speak of their kindness, especially when our
young _c oncern was unable to pay the rent.
Two others whom I recollect we1-e Mr. Sibley,
a stocky man, and Mr. Watson, a tall man
who always impressed me as a strong one.
Their descendants are well known and highly
honored today. I can not refrain from telling
the stony of my early acquaintance with James
Watson many years ago .
"'Y~en I had completed the first Rapid
Rectilmear lens, after several years of experimental work and a long search for suitable
glass, I proposed to start production. Mr.
Lomb and my father su,ggested that we make
comparisons with the best European lenses.
After making inquiries, I found that a Danmeyer lens was owned by an artist in a lithographic establishment, but he declined to lend
us aid. I then learned that young Watson,
who had one of our microscopes, and occasionally bought supplies from us, also had a
Dallmeyer lens of the same focus as our first
product.
"Mr. Lomb visited Watson, and the latter
immediately consented to help us in our
experiment. He brought down his camera
and started to make comparative tests in a
room by himself. After a few days he made a
report in which he said that not only did our
lens equal his, but in some respects had slight
advantages. This statement not only created
great joy in us, but was astounding in its
frankness because the owner of a high grade
lens in those days prized it as he would a
jewel.
"Another good friend was Monroe, a professional photographer, and a fri and of
father. He took many photographs when we
(Contin ued on
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Our City of Rochester
T he old saying "Familiarity breeds contempt" leads us to publish in this month' s Reflector
part of an essay which was submitted to the recent Democrat & Chronicle contest at which we
displayed our Photographic L ens E xhibit. Too often we are apt to take the advantages of our
city for granted, and it is good for us to stop once in a while and think haw reall11 well off are
we u·ho live in Rochester. The essay reproduced below was written by Mary Ellen Boyd, of
University Avenue, and is additionally interesting for us because it was awarded one of the
pairs of binoculars which we offered as a prize for the articles written.

has endowed the city
. AofTURE
Rochest er .with gifts that
N
make for commerce and industry.
The Great Lakes lie near. The
Genesee River flows through the
city. In every direction there is
fertile land, fresh air, and home
sites. Rochester has developed
into an important manufacturing,
wholesaling, retailing, financial , educational, and now, medical center.
Sound economic reasons lie back of
this growth.
Rochester has unsurpassed railway facilities that carry her products to the most remote places in
North America. There are five
trunk railway lines running through
the city. The Genesee River,
which is one of the most beautiful
rivers in America, as well as one of
the most useful, has great potentialities. A project is now under
way to again impound its waters
and to further develop hydroelectric energy. The Genesee river
also furnishes t erminal faciliti es for
the barge canal and a harbor for
the lake trade. In addition to
these practical advantages, the
Genesee offers unequaled canoeing
and yachting pleasures, amid scenery which rivals that of the Northern Lakes.
Rochester is a city which em-

ploys skilled labor which is always
in demand; therefore the labor
turnover, which is always an important problem in an industrial
community is at the lowest point
here. Employment is not a serious
problem in this city, from either
the side of t he worker or of the employer. Wages are good, factories
clean and efficient, living conditions excellent.
Rochester is a conservative community. H er growth has been
steady and sure; her future in
industry is certain.
Rich as she is in geographical
location ·and natural beauty, her
growth could not have been so
great without the Rochester spjrit .
This spirit was first revealed by
such men as Nathaniel Rochester,
William Fitzhugh, and Charles
Carroll. Now it is manifest ed by
the enthusiasm of her people. A
stranger will soon feel the inspiration of this devotion to the city.
Rochester will never be the type
of industrial city which is recognized by clouds of smoke, blackened buildings, and pale-faced workers. Rochester is a City Beautiful.
Her sky-line proclaims her industries, Lake Ontario refreshes her
workers, and the lights of homes
welcome strangers.
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Fire Brigade Meeting

Balco Store Prepares for Xmas

UR Plant Mill Fire Brigade held its first
regular monthly meeting of t_he season in
the Dining Hall on Tuesday evenmg, October
27. A banquet was served to those attending,
and was followed by a talk from Carl Hallauer.
Important business befo!e t~e meeting was
the question of the consohdatwn of all ylant
Fire Brigades in the city, with the holdmg of
one general meeting each year. All factory
Mill Brigades would ~e expected to a~tend
this meeting, at whiCh some promment
speaker would talk on safety problems.
Representatives of each plant should then be
allowed to tell the others of their experiences,
and it is felt that discussions of this nature
would increase each individual's knowledge of
latest safety plans and devices. .
.
Chief Roth spoke to the meetmg, telhng of
the importance of the Shafer Prone Pressu~e
Method of Resuscitation. Work along this
line will be studied by the Brigade.

(Continued {Porn Paile Eiilht)
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Knitted Sports Sweaters, all styles, bathrobes and handkerchiefs for men are among
the special offerings.
What is Christmas without candy? Hard
candy in 2 and 5 pound boxes, hard and filled
candy, and assorted chocolates in 2 and 5
pound boxes will help you answer this question. These come at the usual low prices.
Complete assortments of Christmas nuts are
also available.
Dromedary dates, stuffed dates, fig and
plum puddings, fruit cakes, and countless
other "goodies" make up the specials for a
happy season. Christmas tree sets are also on
the list. Mr. Smoker will find a good many
bargains both at the Balco Store and the
Balco Cigar and Candy Stand.
These are two pretty good places to make
your Christmas selections and it will pay you
to look them over.

Don't Forget toTurn Off the Lights

T

H E importance of turning_ off electric
lights when they are not bemg used can
not be repeated too often. It has been
noticed that folks in the plant often turn on a
light for a few moments when the sky clouds
up and then forget to turn off the light when
th~ weather clears. At other times we are
apt to leave our desks or benches for what
we expect will be only a few moments. Sometimes we are delayed, with the result that the
light burns uselessly all the time we are away.
Please do your bit towards cutting down
the useless waste of electric current. Turn
out your light when you are not compelled to
use it.

Looking Back
(Continued {Pam Faile Nine)

made lenses for larger plates, and we presented him a lens in recognition of his efforts."
Mr. Bausch concludes by say;ing that C~rl
Lomb took the first 5 x 7 lens to Europe w1th
his camera, and brought back ~eauti~ul
results. Another installment of this senes
will soon follow, and more will be said on the
subject of the beginnings o~ the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Company, whiCh has come to
occupy so great a position in the present
industrial world.
~

This Month's Cover
Our cover picture this month might well
be called a "Review of Covers." We are reviewing for you the happenings of the year in
this reproduction, which was the work of
J. Alexander Scott, artist, of the Sales Promotion Department.

On Smoking

C

ONTINUING our plan to publish the
regulations of the plant, we are writing
this month about Smoking.
The management is compelled to limit
smoking in the plant because this company is
responsible for the enforcement of the State
Law prohibiting smoking in industrial plants.
The management must repeat that anyone
smoking within the plant in places not designated, or at other than the times allowed for
that purpose, is breaking the law, and making it necessary that unpleasant steps be taken.
Smoking is permitted in the Dining Hall
between 12:20 and 1:00 o'clock at noontime,
by special permit from the state authorities.
Please be careful to observe the rule that
lighting cigarettes or other "smokes" in the
corridors is also prohibited.
Your co-operation will make further notices
unnecessary.

If you've never been ashamed of yourself, you're not honest. ~
Page Eleven
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Cute Ones
On the extreme left
we have Miss Lucille
Zwierlein, 16 months,
daughter of Cornelius
Zwierlein, MG Department. Next to her on
the right, is seated
Master Buddy Young.
Buddy is a nephew of
Ralph Buckholtz, of
KC Department. They
are two of the cutest
youngsters we have
seen in some time.

Duck, Brother!
AR was declared on the ducks
at Sodus Point a short time
W
ago, when a number of the boys
from the plant shouldered a young
arsenal and ventured forth into the
wilds. Chief Roth, Chef Wolf, and
Harry Montgomery constituted the
army. As we understand it, they
blew a bunch of holes through
space. Anyhow, we haven'L seen
any ducks. They got about two
big bushel baskets full of perch
while waiting for the ducks to show
up. The rest of the party played
cards, and waited with eager
appetites ·for the fruits of the hunt.
Harold Swartout would make an
excellent fullback on some professional football team, we are told.
Main and South Avenue, at noon
time, is a pretty good place to get in
a little practice. Cheer up, Harold,
others have spilled 'em, too.
A half dozen B & L girls gathered
at the home of Helen Dichter, JA
Department, one evening last
month. Sewing was indulged in for a
while, then there were "eats," and
Grace Allen entertained with a song
and dance program. We hear the
party was a great success.
This came from the General
Accounting Department
"We should like to see:
Ruth Martin without a smile.
Herbie Mailander without a
grouch.
Frank V agel picking a winning
political candidate.
Norm Frank not blushing when
you mention "the only one."
Mildred Palmer with a long dress.
46'

Charley Chapin, Frank Howe,
and Charley Cotton joined a party
that travelled up to the wilds of the
Adirondacks in search of big game
this last month. Deer was the large
number on the menu, and two young
bucks fell when the guns spoke.
We can't find out who took the
honors, but a couple dozen snowshoe rabbits were among the other
prizes.
. The class was studying magnetIsm.
"Eddie, " asked the professor,
"how many natural magnets are
there?"
"Two, sir," was the surprising
response from Eddie H-y.
"And will you please name
them?"
"Blondes and brunettes, sir,"
replied Eddie.
For Sale- A "One-half" Ford.
Goes once in a while. Price from
$35 to $100, depending on how well
it runs the day you want to buy it.
Apply to "Happy," UF Department.

We were up in the Errand Service
the other day and we noticed a
dreamy look floating around. Turned our back a minute, and looked
out of the corner of our eye. Discovered that the dreamy look was
aimed in the direction of the
Bindery. Guess George enjoyed t he
Circus at the Armory, though.
Andy 0 .: "Have you ever met a
man whose touch seemed to thrill
every fiber of your being?"
Beulah : "Oh, yes, once-he was
a dentist."
It has been noticed that a nifty
Buick roadster reposes quite often
in the vicinity of 382 Webster
Avenue. They say the section is
rather poorly lighted. Should this
be fixed, Ted?
Yes Sir, By Heck-George came
to town recently, and left again with
Emily's heart among his most
treasured belongings. We expect
that the Bloomsburg, Pa. Gazette
will soon announce Mrs. George
Quick, formerly Miss Emily Heidle,
as one of the leaders of the younger
set. Best wishes!
Edna Ii : "Norman told me a
good story last night."
Agnes K : "Does he tell a good
story?"
E. I.: "You bet! Why he holds
his audience from start to finish. "
Genevieve Stephany and William
Yoerger, both of FL Warehouse.
were married on November 10,
Congratulations and best wishes
for a happy future!

A sweet young thing had broken
her glasses, and she took them back
to the Optometrist. .
"I have broken my glasses," she
said, "do I have to be examined all
over again?"
The young Optometrist sighed,
"No, just your eyes."
Reward (small amount) offered to
anyone finding a mongrel pup. Was
kinda dirty and had a tired look
when last seen by owner. Return
to Herb., UH D ept.
Should think it would be cheaper
to buy a chain, or else a new dog,
Herb, and save the reward.

The Warrior
Charley Chapin dressed for battle

The latest ftapperism- all silk, and a yard long.
Page Twelve
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The Reflector extends its sympathy to Mrs. George Wenner, of
FF Department, on the death of
her father, Carl J. Becker.

Bill Burdick, Industrial Relations,
has finally succeeded in "allocating"
everything but the reason why his
flivver wouldn't start the other
night when he came forth from the
Lyceum. His fair companior, was
very sympathetic, and even offered
to take a turn at the crank while
they waited for the tow car. Well,
"faint heart, etc."
" My kingdom for a horse!" We
wonder whether Helen Dichter believes this. Ride 'im, cowboy!
Rumor has it that before many
moons are over Mrs. Clinton J.,
wife of Clinton Kolb of our chauffeurs' staff will be wearing a genuine
raccoon fur coat, and it's not going
to cost a fortune either. Cleverness
and wit have been accompanying
him on several hunting trips of late.
Last Friday evening, November
20, a group of girls from the first
floor offices held a roller skating
party at the Garden Skating Rink.
This is the second party of its kind
to be held this season, and it is
planned to have one like it every
two weeks. All girls from the first
floor are invited to . come. Games
are played, "tag" being a favorite,
and those who went last time say
it's " just the best fun ever."
The little lady pictured below is
Marie A. Wegman, grand daughter
of Mr. E. Kandler, superintendent.
Marie was dressed in the Nazareth
Academy uniform when this picture
was taken. Is it becoming? Judge
for yourself.

Matt's Brigade
Captain Matt of the royal brigade
With his royal line of chatter;
When you don't know how, enlist
his aid,
Good Nature makes him fatter.
Suppose you all know Frank Bettin?
That boy of home-made fame;
The luckiest guy you've ever seen,
But he works hard just the same.
Andy O'Bierne, old Erin's fair shiek,
A flapper in male attire;
H e has a system t hat can' t be beat,
His speed we all admire.
" Fat" McCabe, t he football star,
A bashful maid's delight;
Fat is always working hard
Be it day or be it night.
"Gene" Stephany, a real good scout,
H e was always on the hustle
Till he ate so much he got the gout,
Now he's losing all his muscle.
Now maybe I have skipped a "few,
I'm sorry if I did,
But, just a minute, I 'm not through,
I forgo t the "Errand Kid. "
And in t he office, married but gay,
I s Matt's "stenog" of course;
She's always been, in a helpful way,
" The Pride of our Shipping Force."
By a B & L Poet
And, by .t he way, we hear that
Mr. Meisenzahl is a hopeful contender for t he title of " Mr. America. " Keep it up, Matt, we've got
a bet on you.
M. Wagner: Your new tie is
rather loud.
H. Uhlman: It's all right when I
put on a muffier.

Join the B & L Snow~
shoe Club
looks like a hard winter is co man d, in order to prepare for
Iit, Ting,
J oe Miller, Sports Manager, announced t hrough The Reflector las t
month t hat a Balco Ski and Snowshoe Club would be formed. So far
he has received the names of
eighteen B & L folks who have
indicated their desire to join t he
club, and more names are coming in
every day.
Plans are being laid for the first
meeting of the new organization,
and it is expected t hat offi cers will
be elected before t he first snow flies.
Anyone interested in the club is
invited to join.
Send .your name to Joe Miller,
Industrial Re:ations; you'll never
regret it , and you'll have a heap of
fun and good exercise this winter.

4e

Looking directly at you above is
Eugene Wilbur Miller, son of Joe
Miller, Industrial Relations. Perhaps
the son will be another famo~
athlete, who knows?
'Tis the question of the hour in
the Payroll Department, just when
it will be, and who is the very
fortunate young man. It is surely
pretty serious when one wears a
diamond the size of a finger tip, and
is seen on the avenue with a very
valuable bull-terrier on a lead,
especially when the bull dog is supposed to have been a gift. Just
when, Salome? We are anxious!
The Reflector is sorry to announce
that Henry B. Doser recently passed
away. Mr. Doser was Elevator Man
in Building 1; and he had many
friends in the plant, who are sorry
to hear of his going.

A ccidents During The
Past Month
Dept.

Number

Time Lost

LB
2
6~ days
MB
2
5 days
MR
1
Yz day
XM
1
33 days
Safe men and safe machines
make safe work. In glancing
at the list of time lost we note
an increase over last month.
Let's start now to make the
New Year a safety first year.

" If winter comes" don't forget our garage--it will help your car run . .se.
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Girls Put T w o Strong
Bow ling T earns on
the Alley s
IRLS of the plant have put two
strong bowling teams in the
G
field , one of which is captained by
Edna Minges; t he other is led by
Ida Englert.
Pauline Derleth, with the Saturday Night team, which rolls at E lm
H all, has t he highest individual
average so far. Julia Lemke has
high single game with 201. Clara
Murphy is handicapped this season
5
164 with a sprained ankle. In t he past
OMPILING a standing of teams Schmeiser. . . . . . . . . .
she has always been at the top of
9
161
in t he B & L Bowling League Chapin .. . . . . . . . . . . .
9
160 the league, and her comrades are
shows that the Micro team is in the Hewitt. . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
160 sorry to hear of her misfor tune.
lead at present, but is being hard Weir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
159
pressed by the bunch from the Sinwald .. .. .. .. . ..
Standing of t he Saturday Night
159 T eam :
Office. It's a little too early to try Vogler . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
158
to dope out who will be the winner, Zimmerman ... . .. ... 12
Games· T otal Avge.
157
but t hose who are bowling every H eberger. . . . . . . . . . . 12
Pins
12
156
Saturday afternoon know that Anderson.. . ... . . . .
1652 137 .8
155 · P . D erleth .... 12
several of the teams are going into Mehne . . .. . . . . . . ... 12
1968 131 .3
· Catteau. . . . . . . . . . . . 12
154 J. H oyt . . . . . . 15
the fin al stretch neck and neck.
1895 126 .5
152 C. Wetzel. ... . 15
Whizzing 'em down the alleys is Bauer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
15
1893 126 .3
150 J. Lemke .
one of the things " Chuck" Knitter Nohe . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 12
1463 121.11
9
150 C. Murphy. . . 12
does best, and at present he is lead- Pierce. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1424 118.8
A. H etzke . . . . 12
149
ing the league in individual average Minges. . . . ... . ..... 12
1707 113 .2
9
149 I. Englert. . . . . 15
with 185 for 12 games. Art Steur- Carsey . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1673 111 .8
6
147 A. Walsh. . .. 15
wald is pushing him hard for the Aman .... .. ........
1616 107 .11
M . Franz .. . .. 15
147
honors, however, Art's average be- O'Brien. . . . . . . . . . . . 12
298
99 .1
A. H oefen ... . 3
9
146
ing 178 for the same number of Miller . .... ...... . . .
Ebert.. .. .. .. .. . .. . 12
146
games.
Five new bowlers are rolling with
12
146 the Monday Night team, and Jennie
Joe Miller, Sports Manager, is Shell ...... .. .. . ..
145 H oyt is. high scorer with an average
well pleased with the en thusiasm Krolack . ....... .... 12
144 of 139.5. The girls a re sorry to lose
which is being shown, and hopes it Meier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Auberger... . . .. . . .. 12
140 two of their star bowlers, Rose
will con tinue.through t he season.
9
136
A call for more bowlers has been Norman . . ... . ...
Boyle and Mary Carr, th rough illput in . There is still plenty of room
ness; it is hoped they will soon reon the teams for more men; t hose
cover. T o star t the season right a
wishing to try their skill have only
Hallowe'en party w11-s held at t he
to report at t l;!e Grand Central
B & L to have Pin ochle home of captain Edna Minges.
Bowling Alleys on Sout h Avenue,
Games were played and lunch was
above the Odenbach, any Saturday
Tournamen t
served. Rose Boyle won a prize,
afternoon at 3:00 o'clock.
bu t no one can understand why she
OMETHING new in sports is left it at Ed's house.
T eam Standings
being proposed for B & L card
W
L
P et. experts. That is a Pinochle TournaStanding of t he Monday Night
Micro .. .. . .. . ... 13
2
.833 ment . If a large enough crowd is T eam.
Games Average
Office . .. . . . . ... . 12
3
.750 interested a tournament will be
Silver ......... .. 9
.570 held to determine the Champion
6
Jennie Hoyt.
139 .5
8
Zylonite.... .. ... 9
6
. 570 Pinochle Player in t he plant .
128. 3
8
Frances Bush ..
Jot your name down on a slip of E dna Minges .... . . 8
Artshell . . . . . . . . . 8
.506
7
122.1
Advertising . . . . . . 3
12
. 190 paper and send it to J oe Miller,
114
Frances Fenner . . . . . 8
Balco . ..... . . . .. 2
13
112 .7
126 Industrial Relations, or else call him
Gladys F enner . .. . . 8
. 126 on the phone, 414, and tell him you
Typos... . . ..... . 2
13
Minnie Binn . ... . .
84.8
8
are out to cop t he championship.
Frances Kunz ... . . . 8
79 .9
Individual Averages
Ru th H arden .
72 .6
8
Games Avge.
F lorence Beal . . .. . . 8
72.6
Knitter . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
185
71 .2
Catherine Vetter .. . 8
Steurwald . . . . . . ·. . . . 12
Frank Vogel : " Gosh, I smell
178
171
Hare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
cabbage burning."
167
Bertram. ... . ...... . 10
Jake Vogel : " Never mind that,
God made t he only moonshine
167 It's only Herbie smoking the cigar
Pagonk . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
that's fit for man to use.-Safety
Roegner ............
9
166 you gave him. "
Flashes.

"Chuck" Knitter Leads Bowlers

Individual Averages show close scores

C

S

~

" Just Bowling Along" is a popular melody in the plant these days. s.
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Suggestors Who Received Awards
George A. Heberling
·Michael Bayer
Ralph A. Paladindo
George Bettin
Joseph Englert

KC Department
OC Department
MK Department
KK-1 Department
TE Department

Analyze Your Suggestions
At the November meeting of the committee, the question of re-awards pertaining to some suggestions was considered .
The savings to the Company on
these suggestions for the period involved,
coincided with the approximate savings
listed at the time th e suggestions were
first accepted, therefore the suggestors
were entitled to are-award.
Listed among the suggestions above,
are two (271 and 653) which carry with
them re-awards. At our next meeting, in
December, there will, no doubt, be
others coming up for re-awards which
will, according to the rules, close any
others from coming up until the following
year.
In connection with any kind of suggestion in business, whether pertaining to
this company or other industrial concerns, it is always well to try the_suggestion out first to see whether or not it is as
first pictured. There may be additional
changes which were not considered at the
beginning, such as tool costs, change iri
machines, and the like. All these additional expenses have a tendency to reduce the approximated savings, and ,
therefore, with these points in mind there
is a question at the beginning as to the
real savings to the company. One should
not be discouraged upon receiving an
amount which to him seems small . If
the suggestion brings the same value as
was anticipated_when the suggestion was
first approved, the suggestor will be
re-imbursed with a re-award at the end
of the specified time. This, of course,
does not apply on small suggestions, such
as safety, or general maintenance suggestions and other minor ones that have
no re-award value at the end of the year.

Another point which one should con
sider in placing a suggestion is the cost
to the company in making these suggested changes. We have had some,suggestions where the change in design of
tools or machines would offset, for a
number of years, the savings which
might' come about through iacreased production in the new suggested way. ·For
these reasons, these suggestions ·-were
turned down.
·
We again point out to you that one
should not lose heart upon having his
suggestion rejected, or receiving an
amount which seems small.
Of the suggestions considered at the
November meeting of the Committee, 5
were rejected, and 33 are pending. A
total of 7 awards and re-awards were
made, in amounts ranging from $1.00 to
$35.00. These approved suggestions are
listed at the top of the page in their
usual place.
Suggestions Approved and Re-awards.
271, 653, 1150, 1156, 1240 (271 and 653
are re-awards.)
Suggestions Received.
263, 600, 1156, 1164, 1178, 1222, 1226,
.
1253, 1270.
Suggestions Pending.
135, 199, 263, 305, 405, 407, 499, 566,
600,629,773,868,895,909,914,1119,
1120, 1136, 1139, 1144, 1146, 1164,
1169, 1178, 1179, 1181, 1222, 1226,
1229, 1232, 1236, 1253, 1270.
Suggestions Rejected.
349, 913, 1220, 1224, 1228.

The New Year
QNE Month to go before
we start the New Year.
During this last month left us
in 1925, let's clean up our de ..
partments, desks, and benches
so we can start 1926 with a
clean slate.

